Abstract In multivariate quality control, the artificial neural networks (ANN)-based pattern recognition schemes generally performed better for monitoring bivariate process mean shifts and provided more efficient information for diagnosing the source variable(s) compared to the traditional multivariate statistical process control charting. However, these schemes revealed disadvantages in term of reference bivariate patterns in identifying the joint effect and excess false alarms in identifying stable process condition. In this study, feature-based ANN scheme was investigated for recognizing bivariate correlated patterns. Feature-based input representation was utilized into an ANN training and testing towards strengthening discrimination capability between bivariate normal and bivariate mean shift patterns. Besides indicating an effective diagnosis capability in dealing with low correlation bivariate patterns, the proposed scheme promotes a smaller network size and better monitoring capability as compared to the raw data-based ANN scheme.
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In monitoring univariate process variation, control charts are widely used for "listening to the voice of the process" [1] . The traditional control charting schemes such as Shewhart [2, 3] , cumulative sum (CUSUM) [4] , and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) [5] control charts are among the most important statistical process control (SPC) tools, which are useful in maintaining univariate process stability. The key feature of control charts, the provision of the method to differentiate between particular processes, is operating within a statistically stable and an unstable state.
In the related study, many manufacturing processes may involve two or more correlated variables, and an appropriate procedure is required to monitor these variables simultaneously. This issue is sometimes called multivariate quality control (MQC) and it has opened the basis for extensive research in the field of multivariate statistical process control (MSPC). The original work in MSPC is T 2 or χ 2 control chart [6], which was developed based on logical extension of Shewhart control chart. Initially, it was applied for monitoring multivariate process of bombsight data during World War II. However, it was found only effective for detecting large deviations in process mean shifts. To improve performance for detecting small deviations in process mean shifts, multivariate cumulative sum (MCUSUM) [7, 8] and multivariate exponentially weighted moving average (MEWMA) [9, 10] control charts were then developed based on logical extension of CUSUM and EWMA control charts, respectively.
The rapid growth in manufacturing technology such as processing methods, precision machines, automatic data acquisition system, and online computerized process monitoring system have led to increase interest in MSPC. The main issue of the most MSPC charting schemes is that they are capable to detect an out-of-control signal (statistically unstable state) in multivariate processes, but they do not directly provide diagnosis information to determine the source variable(s) that is responsible for the out-of-control signal. In practice, this diagnosis information would be greatly useful for a practitioner to find the root cause of error and solution for corrective action. Unstable processes may produce distinct time series of SPC chart patterns. Identification of these patterns coupled with engineering knowledge of the process would lead to more specific diagnosis and troubleshooting. Development in soft computing technology have motivated researchers to explore the use of expert systems, fuzzy inference system, and artificial neural networks (ANN), among others, for automatically and intelligently recognizing patterns in relation to SPC/MSPC charting. Broadly, these artificial intelligence techniques especially ANN have been implemented in various pattern recognition areas such as image processing [21] [22] [23] , medical diagnosis [24] [25] [26] [27] , structural control [28] [29] [30] , handwritten and printed characters [31, 32] , and hydraulics and pneumatics [33] [34] [35] , among others. Discussion for this study is focused on ANN, which is also known as a massively parallel-distributed processor, connectionism, machine learning algorithm, or natural intelligent systems. It is inspired by the structure of the human brain and has the ability to learn highly complex and nonlinear mapping, recall, and generalize knowledge [36] . It is a common neurocomputing technique, recognized as important and emerging methodologies in the area of classification. The advantage with ANN is that it is capable of handling noisy measurements requiring no assumption about the statistical distribution of the monitored data. It learns to recognize patterns directly through typical example patterns during a training phase. Since early 1990s, this modern technique has opened extensive research in the field of control chart pattern recognition (CCPR). The earliest reported works have focused on feasibility study [37] [38] [39] [40] . Since then, much progress has been made, whereby the performance of ANN-based CCPR schemes have been enhanced through feature-based and wavelet-denoise input representation techniques, modular and integrated recognizer designs, and multivariate process monitoring and diagnosis. Further discussions on issues in the development of ANN-based CCPR schemes can be found in [41, 42] , which are useful for researchers towards facilitating further improvement in this area.
In , and multi-module-structure-ANN [50] . The ANN-MSPC schemes combined the MSPC charts (i.e., for monitoring any mean/variance shifts in multivariate processes) with ANN recognizer (i.e., for diagnosis of the source variable(s) that is responsible for mean/variance shifts). The other schemes such as novelty detector, modular-ANN, ensemble-ANN, and multi-module-structure-ANN were designed to perform continuous monitoring and diagnosis simultaneously. In this study, these schemes are referred as bivariate
